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Abstract
Referring to theoretical, practical and institutional transformation
in Sufism during the eighteenth century, the concept of Sufi reform
has prompted much debate in recent scholarly literature.
Concentrating on the Indian subcontinent after the late sixteenth
century, this paper ventures to reveal a confusion, among both
those who affirm the occurrence of such Sufi reform and those who
refute it, between the two notions of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d (“Unity
of Being”) and hama ┴ st (“Everything is He”). The former notion
originated in the thought of the medieval Sufi, Ibn al-„Arabi (d.
1240), while the latter was primarily an Indian response to the
former concept. Through analyzing the semantics of these two
notions within the context of Indian Sufism, the current paper
argues that what is criticized by Sufi reformists from the
seventeenth century onwards was not exactly the doctrine of the
Unity of Being, as it had been formulated by Ibn al-„Arabi and his
commentators, but rather, it was the Indian reception of it
represented in the idea of hama ┴ st. Accordingly, it is argued
that reference to the continuity of the idea of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d
in the modern era by the opponents of the appearance of a Sufi
reformism in the eighteenth century cannot adequately justify their
position.

I. Introduction
The subject of Sufi reform in the eighteenth century has been a
controversial issue in academia for several decades. On one side, most
historians have considered the thirteenth century, or fifteenth at best,
to have heralded the end of the history of Sufism, classifying the
periods that followed as the time of Sufi decline, which lacks any
*
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noticeable change in Sufism.1 Some scholars, such as Bernd Radtke and
R. S. O‘Fahey, also emphasize the continuity of Sufi doctrines,
practices, and institutions in the eighteenth century while denying the
occurrence of any Sufi reformism during that specific period.2 On the
other side, scholars such as Fazlur Rahman and Reinhard Schulze
advocate the idea that a transformation occurred in Sufism in the
eighteenth century, and attempt to substantiate their claim through
demonstrating the considerable alteration to various features of Sufism
in that time.3 Among features these scholars generally refer to,
significant are: 1– placing emphasis on union with the spirit of the
Prophet Muhammad and communing with him by means of mystical
techniques such as the recitation of the ta╖ liya, a supererogatory
formula supplicating for blessings to be bestowed upon the Prophet,
with a general stress on the Muhammadan Way (║ ar┘ qa
Mu╒ ammadiyya);4 2– denouncing popular ecstatic Sufi practices like
mystical dance, remembrance of God through vocalized recitation
(dhikr-i jalī), saint worship, and the visitation of saints‘ tombs; 3–
accentuating the importance of a moral life and social responsibilities;
and 4– criticizing the mystical principles of the influential medieval Sufi
from Andalusia, Ibn al-‗Arabi (d.1240), and in particular, his doctrine
of the Unity of Being (wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d).5
This paper attempts to enter this debate through a reconsideration of
the last item among these features, i.e., the criticism of the theory of
wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d by Sufi reformers. It argues that what is criticized by
these reformers was not exactly the doctrine of the Unity of Being, as
it had been formulated by Ibn al-‗Arabi and his major commentators,
but rather, the Indian response to that doctrine, i.e. the idea of hama
┴ st (Persian, ―Everything is He‖).6 In the doctrine of hama ┴ st, the
distinction between God and all of His creation, including humankind,
becomes excessively blurred, and since both God and his
manifestations share existence (wuj┴ d), they both deserve to be
recognized as divine. This idea, which was constructed upon Ibn al‗Arabi‘s doctrine of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d, was supported and fortified by
the syncretic, shared tradition that took shape in India as a result of the
contact and association of Sufism with various indigenous religious
currents, including Hinduism and the yogic way of life, that hoisted the
2
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banner of unity and shattered the borders between Indian religions and
Islam.
The conceptual confusion between wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d and hama ┴ st
has caused serious misunderstandings on both sides of the
abovementioned scholarly positions, which debate the existence of a
Sufi reform in the eighteenth century, and taking the distinction
between these two concepts into account is highly beneficial in
analyzing the roots of the emergence of Sufi reform in a more accurate
way. In the debate on the occurrence of such a Sufi reform, the
proponents ascribe the characteristic of criticizing the notion of
wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d to Sufi reform, considering all critiques of Sufi
reformists against undifferentiated mystical unity as their objection to
the doctrine of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d. They are correct in considering the
critique of the idea of unity as an indicator of a transformation in
eighteenth century Sufism, since such a doctrine and its consequences
were severely criticized by several Sufi reformists, yet they fail to
distinguish between two distinct forms of unity, those being wa╒ dat
al-wuj┴ d and hama ┴ st. The opponents, on the other side, argue that
the notion of the Unity of Being is identical for both modern and
medieval Sufis, and, hence, there is not enough evidence to support the
idea of transformation and reform in the Sufism of the modern era
regarding this notion. They are also accurate with respect to their
having been a kind of continuity in Sufism regarding the concept of the
Unity of Being from medieval up until modern time, but they ignore
the opposition of Sufi reformists towards the idea of divine unity in the
sense of hama ┴ st, which was the response of Indian Muslims to, and a
remarkable consequence of, Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s doctrine of wa╒ dat alwuj┴ d. In what follows, I will argue on behalf of considering Sufi
reform to be a reaction to the Hindu-Muslim shared tradition based on
hama ┴ st, after describing Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s idea of the Unity of Being,
its traces among various Indian Sufi orders, as well as the response of
Indian Muslims to this idea. On this basis, I will illustrate that reference
to the continuity of the idea of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d in modern time by
opponents of the idea of their having been an emergence of a Sufi
reformism in the eighteenth century is insufficient to justify their
claim.
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II. Ibn al-‘Arabi’s wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d and its traces in Indian
Sufism:
Ibn al-‗Arabi is known as the progenitor of the school of wa╒ dat alwuj┴ d though he himself did not employ the term in his own works.7
The idea of the Unity of Being has its roots, on one hand, in a longterm debate in the context of Islamic theology (kal┐ m) over the
question of whether scriptural references to the anthropomorphic
attributes of God are literal or figurative, and on the other, in the
discourse of jam┐ l┘ versus jal┐ l┘ names of God in the context of
Sufism. In Islamic theology, traditionalists such as the Ash‗arites
affirmed, in direct opposition to the Mu‗tazilites, the literal sense of
anthropomorphic Qur‘┐ nic references, such as those mentioning
God‘s ―face,‖ ―hands‖ and ―eyes.‖ Criticizing the idea of God‘s
similarity (tashb┘ h) to creation as a heretical position, rational
theologians held that terms such as hands, eyes, feet, laughter, and so
forth, should by no means be considered similar to what is designated
by the same terms for humankind.8 In Islamic mysticism, divine
similarity associates with the divine name of jam┐ l (beauty), which is
more harmonious with and is emphasized in the ecstatic-unitive type of
Sufism. Tashb┘ h indicates that God‘s signs within the cosmos
designate His attributes of life, knowledge, desire, mercy, generosity,
and provision, the attributes which are also found in created things.
Contrary to this perspective, the idea of God‘s incomparability
(tanz┘ h) with creatures is associated with the name of jal┐ l
(majesty), which affirms God‘s purity and transcendence above all the
defects and imperfections of creation—in Qur‘┐ nic words, ―Nothing
is like Him‖ (al-Qur‘┐ n 42:11). Tanz┘ h is an assertion of God‘s
essential and absolute incomparability with any created thing, and His
existence above all creaturely attributes.9
Ibn al-‗Arabi propounded the idea of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d in order to
suggest a solution for this old theological quandary regarding God‘s
similarity to, yet His incomparability with His creation. His approach
regarding this problem is to collect both aspects of tashb┘ h and
tanz┘ h by way of propounding a theory which contains both similarity
and incomparability in a single, cohesive way, based on mystical
experience and the intuitional knowledge achieved through
4
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experiencing a taste (dhawq) of the divine, contrary to the rational
knowledge attained by reason. Wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d, literally meaning,
―Unity of Being,‖ was Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s proposal for the question of a
relationship between the Creator and the creation that was: Are the
things the same as God in their being and existence? In other words, if
there is just one unique existence, is it possible to ascribe, to this
existence, all multiple existents as well? Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s answer to this
question was that things are the same as God in one respect and yet
different from Him in another respect and the things are both He and
not He.10 Being is the very divine essence (‗ayn al-dh┐ t al-il┐ hiyya),
but for the creatures, including humankind‘s being, it is a loan from the
Divine. Thus things do not own their being independently and are
considered relative, possible (mumkin) nonexistence.11 However they
possess a kind of relative existence as objects of God‘s knowledge
before their appearance in the world as existent entities.12 In this
connection, Ibn al-‗Arabi describes the Absolute Reality (al-╓ aqq) in
its primordial absoluteness as ankar al-nakir┐ t (―the most unknown of
all unknown‖), absolute mystery (ghayb mu═ laq), and the endless
darkness (‗ama‘) which is not the subject matter of any knowledge in
its pristine transcendence. This Absolute Reality, yet, manifested into
the realm of oneness of many (w┐ ╒ idiyya) and could be known in the
level of His Theophanous (tajalliy┐ t).13
The ideas of Ibn al-‗Arabi, especially his Unity of being, have been a
key source of inspiration to Muslims in general and Sufis in particular
for centuries from the thirteenth century onwards. This was primarily
due to commentaries on his works written by his followers in both
prose and poetry, and also the continuous preaching of his ideas in
many sectors of the Muslim community. Michel Chodkiewicz believes
that one of the main reasons for the popularity of the Greatest Master
(al-Shaykh al-Akbar) was that his work enjoys a distinguishing
characteristic in comparison with all of the preceding works, that ―it
has an answer for everything.‖14 Although Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s œuvre is in
Arabic, the principal centers for propagating his viewpoints were in
Iran, Central Asia, Turkey and India.15 In the case of India, this region
experienced, shortly after the death of Ibn al-‗Arabi, the mystical influx
and influence of the Chishtiyya Sufi order, for which the doctrine of
5
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wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d became a major theoretical source.16 This order has
been the most widespread Sufi order in South Asia since Muin al-Din
Chishti (d.1236), who was responsible for its introduction to the
Subcontinent, settled in Ajmer at the end of the twelfth century.17
Muin al-Din and other figures of the Chishtiyya such as Qu═ b al-Din
Bahktiyar Kaki (d.1235), Farid al-Din Ganjshakar (d.1266), Nizam adDin Awliya (d.1325), and ‗Abd al-Quddus Gangohi (d.1537)18 played
important roles in propagating Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s teachings in what would
become, India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh.
The doctrine of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d, as expounded by Ibn al-‗Arabi, had
become popular, not only among Chishtiyya Sufis, but also among
other Sufi orders, with exponents such as the Qadiri saints of India and
the Naqshbandi shaykhs of the sixteenth century.19 The Qadiriyya Sufi
order entered and gained popularity in India. Thanks to the efforts of
Miyan Mir Qadiri (d.1636),20 who engaged himself with the study of
the Fut┴ ḥ┐ t al-Makkiyya of Ibn al-‗Arabi, especially with its
commentary by ‗Abd al-Rahman Jami.21 Though being the preeminent
pioneers of Sufi reform in the Indian Subcontinent, the Naqshbandiyya
was also among the foremost Sufi orders which played a significant role
in transference of the ideas of the Greatest Master to India, and a great
number of Indian Muslims were initially exposed to such ideas through
the works of Naqshbandi masters. The earliest representative of the
Naqshbandiyya in India, Khwaja Baqi Billah (d.1603) displayed an
enthusiastic interest in Ibn al-‗Arabi, as his various poetical works,
primarily his Mathnaw┘ s, are replete with themes derived mostly
from the Andalusian master.22
III. Response of Indian Sufis to wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d
Contrary to the pre-Ibn al-‗Arabi Islamic theology which,
predominantly, overemphasized the tanz┘ h perspective, regarding the
relationship of God with creation, in the Indian environment, the
response to wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d has exhibited an extreme overemphasis
on tashb┘ h for centuries. Indians were more interested in those
consequences of the Unity of Being which were related to the concept
of God‘s descent due to his love for man. According to these
consequences, God descends to humankind to joyfully welcome him
when he turns to God, to rejoice at his repentance after his turning
6
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away from Him, and to be his deputy in his hunger, thirst, and illness.23
Indian Sufis were much interested in attaining the knowledge of the
similarity of God with humankind through tasting. Overemphasizing
tashb┘ h and its consequences, Indian Muslims mostly paid little
attention to another aspect, that of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d, that is the
tanz┘ h perspective, and consequently, they underestimated the
distinction between creator, creation and divine transcendence. This
overemphasis, which was combined with the cultural and religious
interactions that began long before the presence of Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s
thought in India, led to construction of the notion of hama ┴ st.
Muhammad Ashraf Jahangir Simnani (d.1425), a pivotal personality in
the advancement of the Chishtiyya Sufi order in India, was among the
first who popularized the use of the term hama ┴ st. In interpreting the
idea of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d, Simnani emphasized that anything other
than God does not exist. He underestimated, consequently, the notion
of the relevant existence of creatures through pure Being, and
disregarded the distinction between God and creation through the
quiddity of things.24 Due to the employment of such an attitude by Sufi
masters like Simnani, the way was paved for the distribution of the
pantheistic idea of hama ┴ st in the Indian Subcontinent.
In this context, the concept of hama ┴ st was considered by Indian
Muslims to be the representative of the tashb┘ h perspective,
juxtaposed with the tanz┘ h viewpoint, which was both nourished
from and caused the production of, the fertile interaction between
Islam and autochthonous Indian culture. Therefore, on the one hand,
the elimination of the distance between the Creator and creation based
on hama ┴ st led to the elimination of the borders between Indian
religions and Islam and likewise, led to the construction of a shared
tradition, which was not tolerated by tanz┘ h┘ movements among
Muslims. On the other, due to the continuous communication between
Muslims and Hindus, Muslims confronted parallels to the idea of
wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d in its tashb┘ h┘ side within Hinduism, and this led
to a further development of hama ┴ st within Indian Sufism.25 The
dialogue between Sufis and Hindus through personal meetings and
contact, particularly in khanaq┐ hs and through reading each other‘s
works has caused a long-term reciprocal interaction that has played an
7
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integral role in the transformation of the idea of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d to a
pantheistic interpretation of hama ┴ st, wherein multiplicity advanced
to the margins and unity was thereby emboldened. One example of
this interaction is the dialogue that occurred between Hindu yogis and
Sufis at the khanaq┐ h of Shaykh Ahmad ‗Abd al-Haqq (d.1434),
considered a sort of clearing house for Hindu Yogis and Sanyasis. Such
a syncretic attitude resulted in a broader interaction between divergent
religious sects and a mutual understanding of various thoughts and
practices, as reflected in the poetry of the Indian poet-saint Kabir (d.
1518) about the identity of Ram and Rahman and the coalescence of
Hari and ḥa╔ rat, Krishna and kar┐ mat, and Mahadeva and
Muhammad.26 Also, ‗Abd al-Quddus Gangohi, the eminent Sabiri Sufi
associated with the khanaq┐ h of Shaykh Ahmad ‗Abd al-Haqq, wrote a
treatise on unity entitled Rushd Nama, in which he identified Sufi beliefs
with the philosophy and practices of the Hindu Yogi, Gorakhnath.27
IV. Sufi Contributions to the establishment of a shared
tradition:
Among the various Sufi orders of India, the Chishtiyya played a pivotal
role in opening the doors of interaction with non-Muslims, and it was
of paramount importance in the establishment of a shared tradition
based on the ideology of hama ┴ st. Chishti saints, speaking the
language of the common people, gave impetus to linguistic and cultural
assimilation. Their non-dogmatic attitude towards Islamic rituals and
ceremonies as well as their propounding of new interpretations to
these rituals are some of the Chishtiyya standards which led to such an
establishment. Considering the highest level of prayer equivalent to
removal of distress among those who live in hardship, Chishti masters
allowed all types of people, with different religious backgrounds and
beliefs, to visit their hospices, called jam┐ „at kh┐ na. They not only
showed tolerance towards followers of religions other than Islam, but
they themselves, also began interacting with the non-Islamic teachings
of native Indians. Nasir al-Din Chiraq (d.1356), among the most
important leaders of the Chishtiyya, followed the special breathing
techniques of the Hindus, while Nizam al-Din Awliya adopted yogic
practices, and Farid al-Din Ganjshakar practiced austerity like a
Sanyasi. Other important figures of this Sufi order such as Hamid al8
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Din Nagawri (d.1276) and Qutb al-Din Bahktiyar Kaki also further
contributed in fortifying a Muslim-Hindu shared tradition.28
As a result of the encounter between Indian Sufis and Hindu culture,
many practices such as shaving the heads of novice initiates, bowing
before the Shaykh, offering water to visitors, audition gatherings, and
penances performed while hanging inverted by a rope attached to the
foot (chilla-i ma„k┴ sa)29 were borrowed from the local Hindus by not
only Chishti Sufis, but also the members of other Sufi orders in India.30
Many Sufis discussed ideological and philosophical themes with Indian
mystics and ascetics, including Yogis and Bhaktas, and through their
interaction developed a common basis for their understanding of
notions related to ultimate Reality and Existence. Translating the
famous Siddha treatise Amrita-Kunda on Hatha-Yoga principles into
Arabic, and then into Persian, by Muslims as early as the thirteenth
century is one of the results of these discourses.31
The popularity of Hindu themes in Hindi/Hindavi poetry composed by
Sufis was particularly remarkable progress in Indian Sufi literature.
Most of these verses and songs recited at early sam┐ „ gatherings have
been lost, however, a few of the surviving verses, ascribed to Sufis such
as the abovementioned Hamid al-Din Nagawri and Farid al-Din
Ganjshakar, witness the contribution of these poetries to constructing
the shared tradition in India.32 The combination of Sufi beliefs with
those expressed by Lalla (d.1392), a Kashmiri Shaivite mystic and poet,
throughout his poetry known as the Lalla-Vakyani (Wise Saying of Lalla)33
led to the founding of the Rishi Sufi order in Kashmir. This order was
established by Nur al-Din Rishi (d.1438), a vegetarian Shaykh who
gained nourishment from wild vegetables and leaves and lived in a cave
in the village of Kaimuh near Srinagar.34 Rishi was seemingly inspired
in his Kashmiri verses by Lalla, whose poetry includes, in several cases,
the same theme as in Rishi‘s poems, and such a form of poetry evoked a
strong effect not only on Rishi Sufis but also on many other Sufis local
to the territory. Also, Abdul Hakim of Svandvip (d.1690), a Bengali
poet who wrote of the esoteric chakras in his lengthy, Chari-Maqamer
Bhed, identified the chakras of the Nath yogis with the interior mystical
stations of Sufism.35
9
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V. Reaction of Sufi reformists to hama ┴ st
Besides its fertile cultural, religious and literary works, the Sufi-Hindu
shared tradition led to the establishment of certain new Sufi (sub-)
orders, behaviors, theories and practices among masses, which could
not be easily regarded as Islamic by orthodox-oriented Sufis. At a more
popular level, Sufi orders and sub-orders related to this shared
tradition absorbed a great number of local Hindu features. A branch of
the Rif┐ ‘i order called the Gurzmars, for example, inflicted wounds
upon themselves with maces, while Jalali Sufis ate snakes and scorpions
and consumed hashish and considered sexual promiscuity with female
members of the order permissible for their masters. The Qalandars,
who were famous for shaving their heads, beards and mustaches,
sometimes roamed naked and used intoxicants. The Madaris rubbed
ash on their bodies, and the Haidaris adorned themselves with iron
necklaces and bracelets. As with a number of other ―heterodox‖ orders
that developed outside of India, these influenced Sufi orders and suborders and paid little care to regular Islamic rituals.36 These Sufi
customs and many other non-Islamic styles of worship, religious fests
and rituals adopted by Muslims are indicators of the prevalence of nonorthodox, and in several cases, anti-Shari‗a styles of life among a wide
range of Indian Muslims, who were influenced by a culture based on
the ideology of hama ┴ st.37
This violation of Islamic norms and the absorption of anti-Islamic
features made those Sufi saints belonging to the line of orthodoxoriented Sufism, react strongly against them. Sufi reformists
considered the idea of hama ┴ st to be the root of all these ideas and
practices, which, according to them, was responsible for all of the
amalgamation and syncretism that endangered the ―true Islam.‖ They
felt an emergency activity to be done, and, hence, encouraged Muslims
to participate in this urgent reformist activity. The preeminent Sufi
reformer, Ahmad Sirhindi (d.1624), tried to propound a remedy
through Sufism itself by means of touching the central idea of unity in
Sufism. In his works, though using the expression of wa╒ dat alwuj┴ d, what he targets and criticizes is, in fact, the very idea of hama
┴ st. Sirhindi claimed a new stratum of mystical states and stages for
his own in which wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d had only been an experience at a
10
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lower stage of mystical perfection than the other two higher stages of
shadow-ness (ẓilliyyat) and servanthood (‗abdiyyat). He asserted that
according to his experience in the stage of ẓilliyyat, humankind and the
whole world was shadow and in the highest stage of ‗abdiyyat, God and
creation, especially humankind, were completely separated.38
Accordingly, the core of mystical experiences in the time of Sufi
reform, starting from around the beginning of the seventeenth century,
became a container to confirm and defend the distinction and
incomparability of God and man, a radical belief against the idea of
hama ┴ st. Sirhindi, time and again, referred to the three stages of his
mystical experience, i.e., the unity, shadow-ness, and servanthood, by
which he attempted to convince the Sufis of his time that there are
higher stages of mystical experience than unity, wherein the mystic is
not identical with God, the world is absolutely distinguished from
God, and man is simply a creature and a servant. In reaction to
eliminating the borders between Islam and Hinduism, Sirhindi
emphasized the differences between the two religions and their lacking
the potential for coexistence.39
Discussing the grounds of polytheism (shirk) in detail, Sufi reformists
went so far as to categorize the beliefs and behaviors of some Sufis,
and also non-Sufi Muslims, under the title of polytheism. To avoid
Muslims from shirk, they initiated discourses regarding the process of
Indian perversion from taw╒ ┘ d to shirk in the course of time and
warned Muslims not to succumb to the same pitfall of becoming
polytheistic like the Hindus. Shah Waliullah of Delhi (d.1762), who
was a Sufi reformist in addition to being a known Muslim scholar,
elaborately set forth the subject of shirk.40 He continued to oppose
having a shared tradition with Hinduism, and, in line with Sirhindi,
opposed compromises with non-Islamic practices, accusing Sufi
masters of encouraging idolatry among Muslims.41 Mirza Mazhar Jan-i
Janan (d.1781), a Sufi reformer and founder of the Ma╘ hariyya
Shamsiyya sub-order of the Naqshbandiyya, even asserted that the
behavior of Sufis in relation to saints leads to idolatry, and Sufi
meditation with the form of the Shaykh in mind (r┐ bi═ a) resembles
certain polytheistic Hindu practices.42 Sufi reformists in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries warned their disciples that Sufis
11
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are only allowed to speak of unity and peace while in the state of
intoxication (sukr), and if they speak in the same way while being
sober, they are seeking to destroy distinctions between good and evil
and are thereby, heretics and infidels.43 In this way, Sufi reformists
encouraged Sufis to emphasize the distinction, be it between Muslims
and non-Muslims or between God and creation, instead of the
syncretic and unitive attitude found in hama ┴ st.
One of the most significant reformist figures in the eighteenth century
India is Khwaja Mir Dard of Delhi (d.1785), who is considered a
theoretician of the Ṭar┘ qa Mu╒ ammadiyya in India established by his
father Muhammad Nasir ‗Andalib (d.1759). Khwaja Mir Dard clearly
makes distinction between the ideas of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d and hama
┴ st. At the same time as he respects Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s doctrine of the
Unity of Being, he severely criticizes and attacks those Muslims who
live a life based on the ideology of hama ┴ st.44 In this regard, his
reaction to the Muslim-Hindu shared tradition and the idea of hama
┴ st differs from that of not only certain earlier Sufi reformists such as
Sirhindi, but also reformists contemporary to him like Shah Waliullah.
In section 104 of his masterpiece „Ilm al-Kit┐ b, he attempts to
systematize his theory of unity based on reconciling both the positions
of Ibn al-‗Arabi and Sirhindi. According to him, in Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s time,
most Islamic theologians along with the Muslim masses, ignored the
idea of tashb┘ h and wa╒ dat (―unity‖), and grasped to the ontological
perspective of tanz┘ h and distinction. Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s teachings were
an attempt to bring Muslims back from intense belief in tanz┘ h to the
delicate realm of tashb┘ h, and his emphasis on tashb┘ h, was due to
the circumstances of his time which demanded such accentuation.
However, Mir Dard explains that in the time of Sirhindi, contrary to
Ibn al-‗Arabi‘s era, Indian Muslims were drowned in the idea of hama
┴ st and, therefore, Sirhindi emphasized tanz┘ h and propagated the
doctrine of ―everything is from him‖ (hama az ┴ st) or ―unity of
witnessing‖ (wa╒ dat al-shuh┴ d) instead of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d in the
sense of hama ┴ st.45 Mir Dard‘s alternative suggestion for these two
schools of wuj┴ dī and shuh┴ d┘ is nothing other than the
Muhammadan Way, which endeavors to recombine these two trends,
in the same manner that they were joined in the beginning of Islam, in
12
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the idea of taw╒ ┘ d brought forth by the Prophet.46 He criticizes
certain aspects of both the idea of hama ┴ st as well as the reaction of
Sufi reformists to this idea, attempting to formulate his own position in
a chain of expressions corresponding more to the literature of
orthodox Islam than to that of Sufism. He puts forward the theory of a
―total Muhammadan unity‖ (taw╒ ┘ d-i kull┘ -i mu╒ ammad┘ )
instead of juxtaposed pairs of hama ┴ st vs. hama az ┴ st and wa╒ dat
al-wuj┴ d vs. wa╒ dat al-shuh┴ d, in which the mystic is able to see
(mush┐ hada) God is the mirror of creatures, while he remains in the
stage of servanthood (‗abdiyyat). 47
The above brief survey regarding the history of the idea of wa╒ dat alwuj┴ d in the Indian context up until the time of the Sufi reformists of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries shows that the approach of
significant Indian Sufi reformists towards this doctrine has not been one
of hostility to this idea, but rather one of the rejection of, and of an
assault on the phenomenon of Muslim-Hindu shared tradition in the
form of the ideology of hama ┴ st. Accordingly, the arguments set
forth by opponents of the idea that there had been an occurrence of
Sufi reform in the eighteenth century on the basis of the continuity of
the idea of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d in that century seems insufficiently
justified, as it fails to pay due attention to the distinction between the
doctrine of wa╒ dat al-wuj┴ d itself and the Indian tashb┘ h┘
response to it in the form of hama ┴ st.
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